Introduction.
The topology of moduli spaces of anti-self-dual (ASD) connections is closely related with differentiable structures on 4-manifolds. In his celebrated paper [6] , Donaldson has defined the polynomial invariants to distinguish differentiable structures on a 4-manifold. Though a significant result on the vanishing has been obtained at the same time, these invariants remain to be very difficult to determine completely. In fact, many examples have been calculated using an identification of irreducible ASD connections and stable vector bundles by Donaldson ( [6] , [7] , [9] , [12] , [18] ). But there are another direct approaches in the case that the dimension of ASD moduli is zero and that the invariant is just a number of the points in the moduli. For example Gompf and Mrowka have defined an invariant for 4-manifolds with torus end, using 0 or 1 dimensional ASD moduli, and proved that the invariant of the glued manifolds with solid torus can be emerged as the number of ASD connections which can be extended to over the solid torus. From a topological argument on K3 surface with elliptic fibration, they calculated the above numbers for fake K3 surfaces obtained by performing logarithmic transformations on embedded 2-tori. After that, Kromheimer has observed that the ASD moduli of Kummer surface comes down to the flat moduli as all (-2) curves tends to infinity, so the invariant could be computed algebraically [13] . The invariant obtained by 0-dimensional ASD moduli is said to be a simple invariant.
In this paper we give a torus sum formula of simple invariants for 4-manifolds. Our idea and formula are simple. Suppose that we have two simply connected closed 4-manifolds which contain a 2-torus with the trivial normal bundle. We assume that the complements are simply connected and the second Stiefel-Whitney class to define the SO(3) bundle does not vanish on the 2-torus. Then any ASD connection converges to some ASD connections as the 2-torus tends to infinity. On the other hand, any ASD connection over the new 4-manifold obtained by torus sum also converges to some ASD connections as the bi-collar of the intermediate 3-torus is stretched to infinity. Hence we prove that the simple invariant of the new 4-manifold is the product of that of the given 4-manifolds. This formula is a variant of a relation of Donaldson invariants to Floer homology in Atiyah's exposition [1] .
We can apply this formula to compute the simple invariant for regular elliptic surfaces. The rational elliptic surface has the least Euler number among them. The K3 surface is obtained by gluing two rational elliptic surfaces as fiber sum [17] . Gluing more rational elliptic surfaces yields all the other regular elliptic surfaces without multiple fibers. On the other hand, the simple invariant of the K3 surface has been known to be 1 for all second StiefelWhitney classes ( [5] , [13] ). Hence the value is 1 for second Stiefel-Whitney classes whose restriction to the fiber are non-zero. In particular, if the geometric genus is even, then all the value is 1.
We remark that these calculations improve two known facts the first, Sato and the author have shown that the value is non-zero for a second StiefelWhithey class, by using stable vector bundles [11] . The second, Ue has shown that the value of the above is independent of the choice of second StiefelWhitney class with the additional condition, by analyzing the action of the diffeomorphism groups on second cohomology groups [21] .
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Review of simple invariant and main result
We recall the simple invariant γ defined by Donaldson ([6] , [7, Chapter 9] ) let X be an oriented closed smooth 4-manifold with the following properties; (Al) πι (X)=l, (A2) b + (X)^3 and b + (X) is odd, where b+ denotes the dimension of the maximal positive subspacee for the intersection on H Z (X). Then there is a well defined lift of mod 2 cup square called the Pontrjagin square H Z (X Z 2 }-+H\X; Z 4 ). Composing this map with evaluation on the fundamental class defines a quadratic map H Z (X Z 2 )-^Z 4 . Let P^X be the principal SO(3) bundle with w 2 (P)^η and />ι(P)=/. They satisfy η 2 =l (mod 4). A theorem of Dold and Whitney [4] tells us that SO(3) bundles over a compact 4-manifold are determined completely by η and /. Conversely, given η and / with η 2 =ί (mod 4), we can easily construct the corresponding SO(3) bundle over X. We give X a Riemannian metric. Then the affine space Jip of LI connections has a natural Banach structure from the LI norm. The LI gauge group Q P is a Banach Lie group. The Lie algebra of Q P is L 4 (Ad P). Let JL^dJlp denote the subset of irreducible connections. Then the quotient <B$=J.$/Gp is a C°°-Banach manifold such that the projection π: Jl^-*^ defines a principal £ P -bundle ( [8] , [7,4.2] ). The tangent space to [A]e.0£ is isomorphic to {αeLi(£?|(Ad P))|djfl=0}. We say an element [A] in $% to be regular if the operator ά\ is surjective. Let JMχ(l, η, g) denote the moduli space of g -ASD connections on P. Then the formal dimension is equal to [2] , We choose l x so that -2/ jr -3(l+& + (^))=0. Let C x denote the space of C r -metrics on X. By ( [8] , [7, 4.3] ), there is a Baire set C'χ in ££ such that for all g^C X) Jlί x (lx, η, g ) is a finite set consisting of irreducible regular connections. We fix g^C x . Then we can define a sign at any [-4 ]e^z(/ z , >?, #) using a line bundle over ^?. For ΛeJ?, we consider the deformation complex =dίθdί : L!(βi(Ad P)) -^ Ll((βlφβJ)(Ad P)) .
We choose a linear map S :
(Ωί(Ad P)) so that δ A ®S is surjective. Then we define the determinant line of δ A @S by This line has an intrinsic sense by the exact sequence
Since the surjectivity holds in a neighborhood of A, these lines are patched together to get a locally trivial line bundle over Jl*. It descends to the determinant line bundle Λ P^^ by the free action of Q P . The bundle Λ P -^&^ is topologically trivial ([5] , [7, 5.4] 
ϊx(η}=
This function 7^ is independent of the choice of the element g in C' x and satisfies the following ( [6] , [7] ) : If φ : X-^X' is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism, then ϊχ(φ*(η'))=ε(φ)γ x (η'), where ε(φ) is -1 if either 0* is an orientation reversing map from H + (X') onto H + (X) or (( c -0*(c'))/2) 2 Ξ=l (mod 2) but not both and is 1 otherwise. (Here c r denotes the integral lift of η' and c is the integral lift of φ*(-η') used in orientaring their respective moduli spaces.) Hence the absolute value l^l can be thought of a function on η 2 =l x (mod 4)}.
We return to our main theorem. 
Setting up gauge theory
We first argue the ASD moduli over a 4-manifold with torus end. According to Taubes [20] , we study a gauge theory on a convenient subspace of connections to apply a known analysis and to contain all ASD connections by some gauge. The uniqueness of flat connections over the torus enable us to apply his argument directly. For n= 2, 3, we denote by I(T n ) the set of the conjugacy classes of representations from n,(T n ) to 5O(3). The topology of %(T n ) has been discussed in [10 A gauge theory on 4-manifolds with cylindrical end has been studied by Taubes [20, Section 7] . Using his argument, we can prove the following two lemmas (see also [16] (2) holds, then obviously ίιCP*)=/>ι(CP')*) and, moreover, w t (P*)=Wt((P')*) for we can write w 2 (P*)=w 2 ((P')*)+?. D. [T 8 xO], which induces p ί (P*) = p ί ((P')*)+2 (mod 4), a contradiction. _ By Dold-Whitney theorem, there exist bundle isomorphisms /: P 0 -»Λ and A: Q->Q with c'f=hc. We prove that A is homotopic to some r^&. It suffices to prove that A Γ2 is homotopic to some r^Si. We return to the moduli of ASD connections. By [15, Theorem 1.1], there exists (5>0 such that for 0<<5<<5, p^2 and &^0, if A is an ASD connection on P, then the AHS complex
We denote by H\ (O^z'^2) the cohomology of the above complex. 
Its dimension is equal to -21-3(2+b+(Y)). In particular if / F </<0, then M γ (l, η, g) is empty. Here the regularity at \_A~]
Λ f], §) means that HA=®.
Proof. The regularity follows from the same argument as in [7, 4.3] (see also [14, 5 (Hi) ]). By the argument in [7, 4.2.3] , we see that the representative in Coulomb gauge relative to some nearby smooth gauge is also smooth. We will prove the compactness in Appendix 2. Π Let η^C x , ^feCtf* and η%^C κ l satisfy the assumption of Theorem 2.1. Let P* be the SO(3) bundle over X with w z (P*}=η and />ι(P?)=/*ί, and let P* be the SO (3) bundle over #? with Wz (P : f)=η 1 and /> 1 (P?)=// f J. We write p*=P ol \j tι Q for some bundle isomorphism c l : P Q ι\ z -^Q and write P*=PoιU,-ι,Po2 for some bundle isomorphism * 2 : P 08 1 *-><?• We^put P1=P oz \J ίz Q. We fix a smooth connection At on Pf which is f on Q (ί=l, 2), and a smooth connection A* on P which is ^4ί on P Qt Using At and 0<d 0 <3, we define the space Jl Pi , the gauge group £ Pt and the quotient <B Pi .
We move on the gauge theory on 4-closed manifolds. We choose a lift φ: Q->Q of ψ .dK^dKz so that φΓ=Γ. For neJV, let Z n be the oriented closed 4-manifold defined by Φn where ψ n is the diffeomorphism on Zx[n-1, n-f 1] defined by using φ and the reflection on [n -1, n + 1]. Let P n be the 5O(3) bundle over X n defined by where ^n is the automorphism on Qx[n -1, w + 1] defined by using φ and the reflection on [n-1, n-f 1]. We put f Λi over KiUZxEO, n-f 1] ,
Let Cχ n (r^3) be the space of all conformal classes of C r -me tries on X n which are the fixed metric h + dt 2 
Decay estimate.
In [22] , Uhlenbech has proved that the curvature of ASD connections controls the uniform norm of the connection matrices in Coulomb gauge. Taubes has extended the result to ASD connections on the trivial bundle over 4-manifolds ( [20] see also [3, Appendix A] In the lemma below, by a one-parameter family we mean that they are smooth in the Z variable, and all partial derivatives are continuous in both variables. Proof. We apply Proposition 4.2 over Zx(-T, T) to obtain a gauge transformation /ιeC°°(Aut«?x(-T+l, T-l))) such that forWe henceforth omit h for simplicity. We write A t for the restriction of A to Zx{t\ (_τ+8^f^T-8). We take the path from Γ to A t . By (4.4) we can assume that \\F At>s \\ L z<ε for small ζ>0. Then we apply Proposition 4.5 to get a gauge transformation l t on Q which is homotopic to the identity and satisfies
We use the 'Chern-Simons invariant relative to Γ' defined by
A direct calculation shows that For £>n 0 +£o with ce~2 λt°< l/2, we can rearrange this to get ll^rΛ||coczχcc-ι >£+ o^liί/rΛ||co^χc ί -ι,oo))^2^-^ί-^).
Now we can bootstrap the equation
Then we see that h f -hh satisfies the desired properties. If h' also satisfies the properties of Lemma 5.1, then h'h~l is independent of t and satisfies This implies that /I'/r 1 converges to a flat gauge as £->oo. So h'h~l must be an element in Si.
If A satisfies the additional condition, then by the equation and the Sobolev embedding theorem L|->C°, we get ι:) ->0 (f->oo).
Hence A factors as h=r(h)expξ with r(A)e& and feC^AdCOxCwi, oo))) for some ΐii&N. So h'=r(hγ l h has the desired properties and it is unique, since the primary difference b(l, r) is non-zero for any non-identity element r^Sί. Π The above unique gauge is said to be exponential gauge. We combine (I n (A ίf A z ) ).
Proof. By bootstrapping (5.4), we see that the solutions we solved are in C°° if so are A % . The second part is obvious from the gauge equivalence of the above construction. We prove the last part. By (5.3) We will prove that I n is surjective for larger n. For a moment, we work with the space of L? connections Jt' Pn , Lf gauge group Q' Pn and the quotient &'p n =jLp n /βp n . Let dp n be the metric in & Pn given by [7, Lemma (4.2.4)] dp n (LA], [5] 
We define This implies that for larger n 0 e TV and smaller v 0 >0, ||£||L §αr n )^l/(10£). That is, H£llL §cr n )<l/(5*) implies ||?IU §c;r n >^l/(10fc), so this open condition is also closed. We. will prove that S is closed. Suppose that {ti} is in S with £*->ί. Then we have connections A tί =A /J rPξι with ||£ilU$cr n >, and Ui^Q' Pn with UiB tl~Ati . By the uniform convergence bound on the £< above, we may suppose that, taking a subsequence, the ξ τ converge to a limit ξ , weakly in L implies that, after taking a subsequence, u τ converges to a limit u weakly in Ll,d(Xn)> The gauge relation is preserved under weak limit, so uB t =A'+Pξ and t is in 5. We will prove that S is open. Suppose that t is in S. Then B t = A'+Pξ with ||£IUscr n ><l/(10£). We define a map M : βl n (Ad P n ) X βJ n (Ad P n ) by Let B! be the completion of ί?i n (AdP n )xflί n (AdP n ) in the norm :
Since ^ is irreducible by the unique continuation theorem [7, Lemma (4. Suppose that I n is not surjective for any large n. Then there are a subsequence {n} (now we relabeled) with n-»oo and a sequence of gvASD connections {A n } not coming from the map I n . Uhlenbeck's compactness principle ( [22] , [7, 4.4] ) and the preservation of w 2 (P) under weak limit imply that, after taking a subsequence, the following data exists :
( 
So the connection (h n A n y=ri(hnA n -π*Γ)+(l-r t )π*Γ over rT'CCwo+l, «>)) also satisfies the same condition as above for n^t^t^n -l. Now we can apply Ascoli-Arzela's theorem with diagonal argument to deduce that, after taking a subsequence, (h n A n y converges to an ASD connection A'l in C m~l over compact sets in τ~l([n Q +t Q , <*>)). So A'l satisfies ί )Γ=Γ f we see that n=r 2 . Now we can apply the argument of [7, Lemma (4.4.5) ] (see also Appendix 1) to patch gauge transformations k n and Tih n over τ^l((n 0 +t 0 , w 0 +ίo+l)) Then taking a subsequence, we can find C m-1 gauge transformations {w n } on X n such^that u n -h n on r^Oo-Ko+l, n]) and ι/ n^4n converges to an ASD connection ^4 t on P τ in C m~2 over compact subsets of Y t , which is in the exponential gauge. If we choose m^5, then A τ is gauge equivalent to a C°°-connection and the uniqueness in Lemma 5.1 implies that A τ is smooth over Zx [w 0 + ίo, °°) and satisfies the condition (ii) for fϊ>n 0 for large we TV just as before. We can prove that 7 ln is bijective in the same way as that of /. But in the proof, we need to correct it at some points. First, after Corollary 5.9, we treat a sequence of connections {Λ n \. Then we obtain lι=l Yl , / 2 =0 and a=b=Q. So u\A^-Γ for some C°°-gauge u\ on W\jZ X[0, oo) and ulk n A n converges to Γ in C°° on compact subsets of W\jZx [0, oo). Second, after (5.6), on τiHCwo+fo, n 0 .+ί 0 +l)), if we replace {h n } by \r\h n } for some r^Si, we can suppose that Tιh n k^ converges to HI over ϊΊ^Cno+ίo, n 0 +ίo+l)) ^e bootstrap the equation Hr l A n (uί*0-1 )=r 1 A»(MίfeO-Xttϊ*»^»-w*Γ)-r 1 (A n^n -to obtain that, if we choose n Q so large, then there is a subsequence {n/inOt&J' 1 } (now we relabeled) such that rih^u^knY 1 converges to some u z in C m~l on r^CCwo-Ko, ^o+^o+l)) and, since the right hand side is so small, u 2 can be extended to u\ over r^CCO, n 0 +ί+l)). Now we can apply the argument of [7, Lemma (4.4.5) ] to patch gauge transformations k n (resp. u^k n ) and Γι/ι n over TiXCno+ίo, n 0 +ί 0 +l)) (res/). riXCtto+fo, w 0 +ίo+l))). 2 are chosen so that w^(P n )=η 9 pι(P n )-lκ n are only satisfied.) Then after taking a subsequence, we have the data from (1) to (6) in the above. As was shown there, we see that l l -lγ l and / 2 =/r 2 . The resulting connection A τ on P τ can be thought of an element in M Yi (l Yi Remark. The vanishing of γ x (η) can be observed for more general elements η^C x . In a forthcoming paper, we will treat it.
Explicit calculations on elliptic surfaces.
In this section we calculate values of the simple invariant for the regular elliptic surfaces without multiple fibers. Let π: S k ->CP l be a regular minimal elliptic surface with p g = k -l and without multiple fibers. Then S k satisfies π^S^)-1, b + (S k )=2k -1 and l Sk --3k. It admits a differentiate section Σ* • CP l -^S k , which has the self-intersection number (Σ!*) 2^ -k. We take a general fiber / in S k . Then we can interpret this surface S k as a fiber sum up to fiber preserving diffeomorphism as follows [17] : Given S l and S k -i(l^i^k -1), identify the tubular neighborhood of a general fiber in each with T 2 xD 2 so that the fibrations correspond to projection onto D 2 . Remove the interior of tubular neighborhoods from S l and S k -lf and glue the two remaining manifolds together by an orientation reversing and fiber preserving diffeomorphism on the boundaries. Then we get an oriented manifold S^S k -t , a fibration π: S^Sk-i-^CP 1 , and a section ΣΛΣ*-t: CP ί ->S^S k -l . We note that S 2 contains the Kummer surface, which is one of the K3 surface.
We use a well known result by Donaldson ([6] , [7] , [13] In Section 5, we apply the above lemma with O=τ7 1 ([0, n 0 +fo+l)X ^T T'ίίno+fo, *o+fo+(3/4))) and /f =r7 1 ([n β +ί β +(l/4), n β +fo+(l/2)]).
we see that there is a subsequence {hnkή 1 } (now we relabeled) such that hnkn 1 converges to some u in C m~l on τ~\(t 0 , f 0 +l)) By Lemma 3.5, if we replace {h n } by {rh n } for some re &, we can suppose that ϋ can be extended to w* over τ'XCO, f 0 +l)) So we can apply the argument of [7, Lemma (4.4.5) ] (see also Appendix 1) to patch gauge transformations k n and rh n over r' 1^, ί 0 +l)) Then taking a subsequence, we can find C m~1 -gauge transformations {u n } on Y such that u n -h n on τ'HC ίo+l, °°)) and M n A n converges to an ASD connection A" on P in C m~2 on compact subsets of Y. If we. choose m^5, then \\u n An-A'hlw->0 (n->oo), and [ttn-An], W]^*3ίr(/y, η, g). Now by Lemma 3.3, {w n } is in £ P . Π
